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“With locations in Miami, Minneapolis, New York and San
Francisco, the prestigious Miami Ad School tops just about
any list of best advertising schools. Boasting an
international network of Miami Ad School alums and
raking in advertising awards year after year, it should come
as no surprise why this portfolio school is considered the
Harvard of ad schools.”
promotionla.com

The Miami Ad School Tbilisi is a creative school where you become the successful creative powerhouse you
were always destined to be. As a 'School of Pop-Culture Engineering', we are a design school, innovation
school, social media school, creative school, art school, idea school, portfolio school, photography school,
technical school, film school, business school, and think tank.
But we are even more: namely, part of a global network. Whether Berlin, Hamburg, Paris, San Francisco, Sao
Paulo, Miami, New York, Sydney, Mexico, Toronto, or Tokyo – we are represented around the globe. And yes,
you can have your practical learning and training experience in almost every major city in the world.
Your journey will begin in Tbilisi. After one year of studying at MAST* (Kakha Bendukidze Campus), the world
belongs to you. Get the opportunity to train at some of the most successful agencies and companies around the
world for three more quarters. For the last quarter you will arrive to Berlin at Miami Ad School Europe, to
finalize your portfolio and graduate there.
Miami Ad School Tbilisi offers two portfolio programs: Art Direction and Copywriting.
Top professionals from advertising, film, marketing, and photo industry, the best digital agencies, and the media
industry will educate you and help you unleash your creativity. Graduates from Miami Ad School are working
for the hottest creative shops in the industry – as creatives, art directors in the field of communication design,
graphic design, layout, and composition, as digital designers, and as copywriters/writers. The thing they all
have in common is invaluable insider knowledge and a top-notch portfolio.
Miami Ad School is a place where creative minds from around the world come together and create a very
special place.
* Student with highest grades on 3rd and 4th quarter can continue studying at
Miami Ad School Europe - Berlin campus.

https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=271084137574196

Some of Georgian alumni of MASE

Giorgi Popiashvili
Founder of Miami Ad School Tbilisi

Gia Bokhua
Designer

Meri Giorgobiani
Art Director

Nika Gujejiani
Art Director

“Two silver lions, Portfolio Night and Lürzer's Archive finalist… Those are just a few
success cases that prove the true potential and ability of Georgian students, to
compete on the international level. I felt all Georgian students were highly motivated,
striving to become better, never hesitating and having the will to take the most out of
their time in the best means.”
Niklas Frings-Rupp
Former Managing Director at Miami Ad School Europe
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Slice of Miami Ad School

Slice of Miami Ad School is the simplified starting
model, adapted to a new emerging markets.

MASE

Miami Ad School Europe

MAST

Miami Ad School Tbilisi

From outside not distinguished from a regular
Miami Ad School but with simplified structure to
easily kick-start the school project.
Miami Ad School Tbilisi is the first
“Slice-branch” of the network, under the wing of
Miami Ad School Europe.

Campus

MAST is located at
Kakha Bendukidze
Campus.

Local partners of MAST

&

International 2 year Portfolio Program
The two-year portfolio program is divided into 8 quarters.

Q8
Q7
Q6
Q5
Q1

Q2

The first year students will study at
Tbilisi branch that is located at Kakha
Bendukidze campus.

Q3

Q4

* On 3rd & 4th quarters, Top Dogs
(Student with highest GPA on the
quarter) will have opportunity to continue
studying at Miami Ad School Europe Berlin Campus

Agency Labs in international advertising agencies.

On eighth, the last
quarter, student arrives
to MASE Berlin and
with the guidance of a
mentor wraps up a
portfolio.
Student will have 3 days
of job interviews with
agencies.

First Year Program
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Quarter III

Quarter IV
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Ad Concepts Vol. 1
Copywriting Vol. 1
Graphic Design Vol. 1
Photography Vol. 1
Typography
Adobe Illustrator

Ad Concepts Vol. 2
Copywriting Vol. 2
Graphic Design Vol. 2
Photography Vol. 2
Typography Vol. 2
Adobe Photoshop

Ad Concepts Vol. 3
Copywriting Vol. 3
Graphic Design Vol. 3
Branding Vol. 1
Adobe Premier Pro

Ad Concepts Vol. 4
Copywriting Vol. 4
UX Design Vol. 4
Branding Vol. 2
Adobe Aftereﬀects

Extra Sessions with
Miami Ad School Europe

Extra Sessions with
Miami Ad School Europe

• Portfolio Check-In
• Info Session

• Portfolio Review
• Info Session

International Advertising Agency Labs

See the information about the Miami Ad School Europe’s partner agencies:
https://www.miamiadschool.de/career-starter/highlights/international-internships/info-international-internships/

Tutors

JOY CHAKRAVORTY
Tutor

Joy Chakravorty is an award-winning senior creative based out
of Berlin, Germany. In his nine-year career, Joy has worked at
agencies across the globe like Y&R Prague, BETC Paris, Deutsch
New York, Synapse Goa, Kolle Rebbe, Serviceplan Hamburg,
and currently, he's at Keko Berlin. He has created advertising
campaigns for brands such as Netflix, BMW, Beck's beer,
Microsoft, and Porsche. And for his work, he has won over 50
international advertising awards including Cannes Lions, D&Ad
pencils, One Show, ADC, and more. He has occasionally
taught at Miami Ad School Hamburg and is looking forward to
teaching Copywriting at MAS Tbilisi.

SAVINA MOKREVA
Tutor

Before turning to art direction, Savina was solving math problems, torturing
the neighbours with piano sessions and consulting corporations in the
high-tech industry. Advertising kept her sanity level to a minimum. The
choice was clear.
For the past 11 years she has been working for several German and
international agencies - Jung von Matt (Hamburg), Serviceplan (Hamburg),
Leo Burnett (Madrid), China (Madrid), Scholz & Friends (Hamburg), currently
working as a Senior Art Director at Kolle Rebbe | Accenture Interactive
(Hamburg).
For her, the most tempting projects were always “out of the box” solutions
that use unconventional methods to deliver the message. The aim for good
storytelling throughout the user journey, is Savina's main approach to clients
such as Facebook, Netflix, Vodafone, BMW, German Red Cross, Zalando,
Nivea, Sixt, etc.
Savina has made a mark in the award scene, winning numerous awards at
Cannes, One Show, LIA, ADC, D&AD, NYF, RedDot, etc. Aside from work
she picks fresh new talents

GIORGI POPIASHVILI
Mentor

In 2005, I got a job offer from the most influential design studio in Moscow - ‘Art Lebedev’.
Soon after that, I got hired at BBDO Moscow and moved from graphic design back to the
conceptual side. After a year of working as an Art Director, my projects had won every
possible local award, and one international one – an Epica Award.
As planned, after 2 years of working experience in Russia, I moved back to Georgia and
founded a small creative boutique called ‘LTD SIM’. We never grew beyond ten people,
though we did have an impact in the market where not much was happening.
After years of working, being isolated from the rest of the world, and stuck taking care of
my own business, I decided to hand over the controls of my agency and go study at Miami
Ad School Europe (MASE). In 2011, I moved to Hamburg and started my Art Direction
program there. During my studies, I had the chance to meet a lot of interesting and
inspiring people from the advertising industry. And I had the opportunity to intern at
agencies like Saatchi & Saatchi Berlin, BBDO Proximity Berlin and Jung von Matt Hamburg.
A project I did at BBDO Proximity for Smart Fortwo won two Silver Lions at the Cannes Lions
International Festival of Creativity. After graduating in 2013, I moved back to Georgia and
started working at JWT Metro as a Creative Director.
In 2020 I found Miami Ad School Tbilisi together with my partners Free University & TBC.
At presentI I work as a managing director and a mentor at Miami Ad School Tbilisi.

GIORGI KVLIVIDZE
Tutor

Giorgi Kvlividze is currently Creative Director and
Director based in Tbilisi, Georgia. Through his 17 year
career, he has been working in most local agencies,
starting as designer, later art director and currently is
holding a position of creative director at JWT Metro
Georgia. Formerly, lecturer of visual storytelling and
campaign at GIPA and creative trainer at Marketing
School of Tbilisi, Giorgi is now looking forward to
teaching Concepting at MAS Tbilisi.

AKAKI RAZMADZE
Tutor

Akaki Razmadze is from Tbilisi, Georgia. He graduated Graphics at
Tbilisi State Academy of Arts (Tbilisi, Georgia) during 2010-2014.
Since 2014, Akaki is a Master’s level student of Communication
Design at Trier University of Applied Sciences (Trier, Germany). During
his studies, he completed an internship at Monotype (Bad Homburg,
Germany), where he worked to develop Georgian versions of various
Monotype’s typefaces; among them were Helvetica, Meta and so on.
Several Georgian typefaces designed by him, which are distributed
for free, are very popular in Georgia. His first typeface Archy can be
found on book covers, posters, TV programs, various
advertisements and so on.

GURAM TSIBAKHASHVILI
& TINATIN KIGHURADZE
Tutors

Guram Tsibakhashvili is a photographer, co-founder and a curator of the
photo-gallery “Container”. During the 35 year carrier he participated in more
than 100 international as well as local exhibitions, curated 20 exhibitions, author
of 4 monographs, art director of the magazine “Nargis”, co-editor of the
magazine “Photographer”. 20 plus years of experience in teaching his field at
various universities.
Tinatin Kighuradze is a photographer, co-founder and an art director of the
photo-gallery “Container”. Within 11 years of experience she had an honor to
participate in more than 30 international as well as local exhibitions, curated 5
exhibitions, author of 10 handcrafted books. Photographer at magazine
“Nargis” & “Episode”. Besides her 8 years of teaching experience, her carrier
includes cooperation with international organizations such as “Goethe Institute”,
“Tbilisi Photo Festival”, “Artisterium”, “CineDOC Tbilisi” etc…

Student Enrollment
MAST enrolls students in two streams: In October and in
April. January and July streams might also be added in
the future and the applications are being accepting
throughout the whole year.
In one stream, maximum 15 students will
be enrolled.

Tuition Fee
The tuition fee is paid in stages, according to quarters.
The price for each quarter - €1,900*.
Total tuition fee - €15,200**.
* Tuition fee stays the same - 1900 EUR during “Quarter-Aways”
(Quarters spent outside Tbilisi Campus).
**The tuition fee includes only the fee for studying and it does not include
traveling, working or other living expenses of a student.

Thank You!
https://miamiadschool.ge
hello@miamiadschool.ge

